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tell us the formal reasons why a case
came before the courts, its outcome, the judges' reasons for their
decision, and the way in which formal judicial logic links one
case to other cases. T h e commentaries, however, rarely say anything
about the social-political context out of which a case developed or the
extra-legal values which affected the judges' decision. 1 For a historian
or a political scientist, what is left is a burlesque interpretation, one
that titillates rather than satisfies.
This paper utilizes three disciplines to analyse the constitutional
case of Union Colliery v. Bryden? It uses jurisprudence to identify the
significance of the case, it relies on historical research to explain the
social-political background, and it calls on political science to provide
the underlying conceptual framework. From this multidisciplinary
perspective the judicial decision is seen as part of the political process, 3
and the route by which it came before the courts is as important as the
decision of the court itself.4 Independently, these three approaches
blur reality; combined, they give new insights. 5
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T h e legal facts and outcome of Union Colliery appear in most casebooks and texts on Canadian constitutional law.6 It involved section 4
of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of British Columbia? which in 1890
was amended to forbid the employment of Chinese underground.
John Bryden, a Union Colliery shareholder, asked the court for a
declaration and an injunction to force the company to stop engaging
in this illegal practice. T h e Supreme Court of British Columbia found
that section 4 of the Act was intra vires provincial jurisdiction and the
Full Court upheld the decision on appeal. O n further appeal, the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (JCPC) overturned the
provincial legislation, on the grounds that it encroached on the federal
power to legislate over aliens and naturalized citizens. 8
Legal scholars have traditionally viewed Union Colliery as important for three reasons. First, it is one of the leading cases on subsection
25 of section 91 of the British North America Act? which gives Ottawa
jurisdiction over "Naturalization and Aliens." Second, it contributed
to the development of the principles by which the courts determine
whether a piece of legislation falls under federal or provincial jurisdiction. 10 Third, it has often been referred to as a human rights case.
W h a t did Union Colliery have to do with human rights? Walter
Tarnqpolsky stated that in this decision "the human rights of Chinamen
[sic] were protected by the Supreme Court [sic] through the use of the
power allocation device/' Although he conceded that "the decision was
not rendered in recognition of the human rights issues involved,"
Tarnopolsky implied that this is a "good" case because it protected the
interests of the Chinese in B.C. in contrast to a later "bad" case, Tomey
Hommayn where the JCPC distinguished the Union Colliery precedent
discusses the need for more case studies, and offers three short examples. Two Canadian case
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Administration 20 (1977): 632.
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Powers Under the Constitution of Canada, 2nd ed. (Toronto: Butterworths, 1977), 4-48. See also
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and severely limited the human rights of Asians in the province. Peter
Hogg is even more explicit about Union Colliery being a "good" human
rights case. H e argues that this is one of several cases in which the
ambiguities of the BNA Act permitted the courts "to introduce
egalitarian values into decisions reviewing the validity of statutes." 12
These interpretations of the Union Colliery decision are misleading;
the case was less a dispute over ethnic minority rights than a fight
between organized labour and capitalists over the right to freedom of
contract. Moreover, these analyses do not point out that this ostensibly
private dispute was in fact the continuation of political warfare by
other means. By contrast, in focusing on first the legislative process,
and then the legal battle, this paper sheds new light on the political
conflict of late nineteenth-century British Columbia. 13
T h e history of anti-Chinese agitation in nineteenth-century British
Columbia has been recounted in detail elsewhere.14 The first Chinese
in any numbers arrived in 1858; by the 1880s they constituted a significant portion of the province s inhabitants. By 1881 there were 4,350
Chinese in the province, and in 1891 there were 8,910, constituting
almost a tenth of the total population. 15 This influx of "unassimilable"
Asians engendered considerable apprehension and racist hostility,
resulting in a series of waves of anti-Chinese public agitation which
began in the early 1860s. Soon, a number of laws were passed which
discriminated against them. 16
12

Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, 52.1. The case is placed in the section called "Equality,"
in White and Lederman Canadian Contitutional Law, and it is found under the heading
"Mobility and the Right to Pursue a Livelihood" in Finkelstein, Laskiris Canadian Constitutional Law.
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Until recently, Canadian historians tended to ignore the political role of the law and the
courts. See David H. Flaherty, "Writing Canadian Legal History: An Introduction," in David
H. Flaherty, éd., Essays in the History of Canadian Law, volume I (Toronto: University of
Toronto, 1988), 10. See also Barry Wright, "An Introduction to Canadian Law in History," in
W. Wesley Pue and Barry Wright, eds., Canadian Perspectives on Law and Society: Issues in
Legal History (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1988), 10.
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There are two major works on this subject. See Patricia E. Roy, A White Mans Province:
British Columbia Politicians and Chinese and Japanese Immigrants, 1858-1914 (Vancouver:
University of British Columbia Press, 1989). See also Peter Ward, White Canada Forever:
Popular Attitudes and Public Policy Toward Orientals in British Columbia, 2nd ed. (Montreal
and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990). For a discussion of attempts by
anti-Asian British Columbians to evade the impact of the Union Colliery decision, see Ross
Lambertson, "After Union Colliery: Law, Race, and Class in the Coal-Mines of British
Columbia," Hamar Foster and John McLaren, eds., Essays in the History of Canadian Law:
British Columbia and the Yukon (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, forthcoming 1995).
15
Roy, A White Mans Province, "Appendix," 269.
16
The early attempts to discriminate usually failed. For example, legislative motions to impose a
head tax on Chinese failed in 1865, 1871, and 1872. In 1872, John Robson unsuccessfully
attempted to have Chinese excluded from work on public works. By 1873, however, public
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Nowhere was such agitation stronger than in the coalmining
communities of Vancouver Island. T h e use of Chinese labour in the
coalfields was an issue as early as 1867, when the Vancouver Coal
Mining and Land Company (VCMLC) hired a small group of Chinese
to work at Nanaimo. A Victoria newspaper signalled the new policy
with block letter headlines, 17 and soon began railing against the
employment of Chinese, going so far as to suggest that white miners
might take violent action if they had to compete with Chinese
labourers. 18
Robert Dunsmuir, owner-manager of Dunsmuir-Diggle Company
(DDC), soon realized that the employment of Chinese was an excellent
way to reduce labour costs in a labour-intensive industry. By the early
1870s both he and the VCMLC were hiring Chinese as coalmine workers
who were paid about half the wages of white labourers. 19 To avoid
criticism from the white miners and the general public, 20 however,
they often would pay a white miner a combined rate for miner and
assistant and then allow the white miner to contract the services of a
Chinese worker, thereby making him a partner in exploitation. 21 By
1877 the Vancouver Island coalmines were major employers of Chinese
— Dunsmuir's Wellington Collieries employed 80 Chinese and 162
whites, while the Nanaimo Collieries of the VCMLC employed 87
Chinese and 301 whites. 22
T h e white miners became increasingly unhappy with the use of
Chinese labour and began to claim that they were a safety hazard. As
early as 1876, they lobbied for legislation to regulate the Chinese
within the coalmining industry. One of their demands was for a
stipulation "that no Chinese shall be employed in any position where
pressure was mounting and an anti-Chinese society was formed. Soon after, the Chinese were
disenfranchised at the provincial electoral level in 1872, and at the municipal level in 1876. See
Roy, A White Mans Province, x, 10; Peter Ward, White Canada Forever, 30-3; An Act to amend
"The Qualifications and Registration of Voters Act, 1871 S.B.C. 1872, no. 37, s. 13; An Act
to amend "The Municipality Act, 1872" and amendments thereto S.B.C. 1876, no. 1, s. 9.
17
The Colonist, 27 April 1867.
18
Ibid., 8 May 1867.
19
For example, in 1875 Dunsmuir's white workers at the Wellington Colliery received $2.00 to
$3,00 a day, while Chinese workers received only $1.25 a day. Ministry of Mines, "Report:
1875," Sessional Papers of British Columbia, 1876.
20
For a discussion of public opposition to the use of Chinese as coalminers, see Daniel Thomas
Gallacher, "Men, Money, Machines: Studies Comparing Colliery Operations and Factors of
Production in British Columbia's Coal Industry to 1891" (Ph.D. diss., University of British
Columbia, 1979), note 31 at 211-212.
21
See John Douglas Belshaw, "The Standard of Living of British Miners on Vancouver Island,
1848-1900," BC Studies 84 (Winter 1898-90) 37; Gallacher, "Men, Money, Machines," 210-215.
The sub-contracting system remained in effect for some time. See Cumberland News, 26 July
1898; Nanaimo Free Press 22 November 1899.
22
Ministry of Mines, "Report: 1877," m Sessional Papers of British Columbia, 1878.
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his neglect or carelessness might endanger the limbs or lives of any
man working in the mines." 23
Meanwhile, public pressure had mounted for a solution to the
province-wide "Chinese question." In the context of other complaints
about the Chinese, 24 and a growing pattern of discriminatory legislation, it was relatively easy for the miners to press their exclusionary
claims. 25 At first, however, the mining companies worked together in
opposing any interference with their right to contract with Chinese
labour. For example, in 1876 John Bryden (who later became the
Union Colliery plaintiff) attempted to moderate the position of the
extreme anti-Chinese politicians in the legislature.26 H e acted as
legislative representative (MPP) for Nanaimo, but as manager of the
VCMLC and son-in-law to Robert Dunsmuir he was clearly a spokesperson for the Island's mining interests. 27 H e failed to stem the antiChinese tide, however, and the House adopted a report by a special
legislative committee that the government should "prevent this
Province from being overrun with a Chinese population, to the injury
of the settled population of the country."28
T h e miners were not appeased. Continued agitation over the
employment of Chinese, combined with dissatisfaction over working
conditions and wages, led white miners at the Wellington Collieries to
strike in early February 1877. In March the government of Premier
Andrew Charles Elliott responded by introducing a bill to create the
Coal Mines Regulation Act, I8JJ, (CMRA) which regulated safety and
employment standards in the provinces coalmines, with Rule 33 of
section 46 excluding the Chinese from positions of trust in coal23

Lynne Bowen, Three Dollar Dreams (Lantzville, British Columbia: Oolichan Books, 1987),
146.
24
The Chinese were often portrayed as unassimilable, dirty, tax-evaders, and addicted to such
vices as opium §moking, gambling, and prostitution. See 1885 Royal Commission on Chinese
Immigration: Report and Evidence (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1885; reprinted by Arno Press,
New York, 1978).
25
Supra note 16.
26
Bryden attempted to amend a motion to create a committee which would examine the
"ruinous" effect of the influx of the "mongolian population"; he wanted to have himself and
two like-minded colleagues included on the committee. See Journals of the Legislative
Assembly, 1 May 1876, 37-38.
27
John Bryden married Elizabeth Dunsmuir, eldest daughter of his supervisor, Robert Dunsmuir, in 1866. After Robert Dunsmuir left his job as VCMLC mines superintendent in 1868,
Bryden replaced him and served in that capacity until his resignation in 1880, whereupon he
became an executive shareholder in the Dunsmuir empire. He was first elected to the House
in 1875, but resigned in 1876 because of business concerns. Bryden returned to the House in
1894 as the representative for North Nanaimo, and was reelected in 1898. Ross Lambertson,
"John Bryden," Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. XIV (forthcoming).
28
Journals of the Legislative Assembly, 9 May 1876, 48. There was no recorded division.
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mines. 29 There is no record of opposition to this statute in the
legislative assembly. However, since the coalmining companies did not
often employ Chinese in positions of trust, they probably considered
the legislation to be a sop to the miners, a concession that was no
great threat to the practice of hiring Chinese as assistants or unskilled
labourers. 30
Meanwhile, the strike dragged on for four acrimonious months,
with Dunsmuir using Chinese as strike-breakers and evicting the
strikers from company-owned houses. Finally, having exhausted all
other means, he used his considerable political influence to bring in
the militia.31 T h e miners responded by forming a Mutual Protective
Society (MPS), but were unable to achieve their goals.32
T h e Chinese had been caught between the two factions. Since the
white miners viewed them from a racist perspective and did not allow
them to join the MPS, 3 3 they faced the dilemma of being either
employed scabs or unemployed outcasts. Given the alternatives, it is
not surprising that the Chinese chose to work as strike-breakers.
T h e infant labour movement reacted vehemently to the actions of
the Chinese during the strike of 1877 as well as to their perception that
Asian labour was a threat to all workers in the province. In 1878, a
general union, the short-lived Workingman's Protective Association
34
(WPA), was formed in Victoria. Its mandate was not primarily the
achievement of collective bargaining, but rather "the mutual protection of the working class of B.C. against the great influx of Chinese"
29

Journals of the Legislative Assembly, 1877, 23 March, 33, 59; Statutes of British Columbia, 1877,
c. 122. Rule 33 stated: "No Chinaman or person unable to speak English shall be appointed to
or occupy any position of trust or responsibility in or about a mine subject to this Act, whereby
through his ignorance, carelessness, or negligence, he might endanger the life or limb of any
person employed in or about a mine, viz.: A banksman, onsetter, signalman, brakesman,
pointsman, furnaceman, engineer, or be employed at the windlass of a sinking pit."
30
Robert Dunsmuir testified to the 1885 Royal Commission that he hired no Chinese in
positions of trust. However, there is a letter from the Inspector of Mines to John Bryden, 22
February 1888, pointing out that he is employing "Chinamen" as banksmen and furnacemen in
violation of the 1877 CMRA Rule 33, and threatening prosecution unless this ceases. Royal
Commission on Chinese Immigration, 128; BC Inspector of Mines, "Correspondence,
1877-1890," GR 184, BCARS MSS.
31

Eric Newsome, The Coal Coast: The History of Coal Mining in B.C., I8J^-IÇOO (Victoria: Orca
Book Publishers, 1989), 80-101. Newsome points out that the commander of the militia was
Lt. Col. C. F. Houghton, future husband of Robert Dunsmuir's daughter Marion.
32
Paul A. Phillips, No Power Greater: A Century of Labour in British Columbia (Vancouver:
B.C. Federation of Labour, 1967), 7.
33
Gallacher, "Men, Money, Machines," 201-60. For an analysis of racism in organized labour,
see Gillian Creese, "Exclusion or Solidarity? Vancouver Workers Confront the 'Oriental
Problem'," BC Studies 80 (Winter 1988-89): 33.
34
The WPA was reborn in the fall of 1879 as the Anti-Chinese Union. For more information, see
Roy, White Mans Province, 48-9.
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and the use of "all legitimate means for the suppression of their
immigration."35
The employment of Chinese in coalmines remained highly contentious. In 1883, white miners struck the Wellington operation over
wages and Dunsmuir broke the strike by employing whites in skilled
positions and Chinese as their helpers.36 Frustrated by this tactic and
worried about mine safety, the white miners demanded the complete
removal of Chinese from all underground positions. When Dunsmuir
refused, they shifted their attack to the political arena, where they
lobbied unsuccessfully for a CMRA amendment which would have
precluded the employment of Chinese in many mining positions by
prohibiting them from handling gunpowder.37
In opposing the Chinese, labour portrayed them as competitors for
scarce jobs, willing to work for less than half the wages of a white man,
and also competing for jobs against white miners' sons.38 In addition,
organizations such as the Nanaimo local of the Knights of Labor
claimed that the Chinese showed "docile servility;"39 this complaint
was untrue, but it had its roots in the Chinese propensity to act as
strike-breakers.40
However, labour's most convincing argument against the employment of Chinese in coalmines was that the Chinese endangered safety
largely because they were not fluent in English. This assertion had
been made for many years, but came to a head in 1887-88, sparked by
two major coalmine disasters on Vancouver Island. While there is
little doubt that the majority of the miners, and many members of the
middle classes, genuinely believed the validity of this argument,41 it
35

Phillips, No Power Greater, 9-10. It prevented Chinese from using powder in the mines,
thereby excluding them from skilled underground employment.
36
Roy, White Mans Province, 40.
37
Ibid., 53-4; Journals of the Legislative Assembly, 1883-84, 27, 71. The bill was introduced by
opposition MPP William Raybould (Nanaimo).
38
Royal Commission On Chinese Immigration, 158.
39
Ibid.
40
Chinese labour was not docile; indeed, the workers were quite willing to strike for better
wages and working conditions. Roy, White Mans Province, 39-40. See also the diary and
letterbook ofJohn Bryden, which demonstrate that the Chinese were far more aggressive than
labour claimed. Had the white workers been willing to extend the principle of labour
solidarity to Asians, perhaps the latter might not have been so willing to work as
strike-breakers. "John Brydens Diary and Letterbook, 1878-1880," BCARS.
41
Sessional Papers of British Columbia, 1888, 367-70. There were two petitions signed by
hundreds of coalminers of the Nanaimo District (constituting a majority of the voters in the
electoral district), which called for the exclusion of Chinese from coalmines on the grounds
that they constituted a significant danger. Professor Roy says that "safety was only an excuse,"
but admits that many people, not just the miners, saw the safety argument as "persuasive."
Roy, White Mans Province, 78, 80.
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seems to have been more myth than fact. In the first place, there were
many other miners, some illiterate and others not fluent in English,
who were exempt from exclusionist demands. D u e to Dunsmuir's
hiring policies, the white miners employed at his operations were such
a cosmopolitan group that interpreters were necessary for mass meetings, yet there were few complaints about European workers. 42 Second, a comparison of colliery accidents between 1879 and 1890 in both
VCMLC and Dunsmuir's operations reveals that the Chinese safety
record was superior to that of the total workforce.43
Commonly held arguments, even when clearly inaccurate, can have
considerable effect. T h e white miners used the safety argument to
pressure VCMLC and Robert Dunsmuir. In February 1888, shortly after
the second Vancouver Island mine disaster, both companies agreed to
exclude Chinese from employment below ground and to hire white
labourers as replacements. 44
About the same time, the coalminers petitioned the pro-business
A. E. Davie administration to make exclusion a legal requirement,
and the issue was referred to a select standing committee of the
House. 45 However, Robert Dunsmuir (by then a prominent member
of the government party), and two other government MPPS, his sonin-law, Henry Croft (Cowichan), and a business associate, Charles E.
Pooley (Esquimalt), convinced the legislature to do nothing more
than to improve the safety standards of the CRMA. Thus, while
Chinese were still barred from positions of trust, they were not
prohibited from working underground. 46
T h e white coalminers were not satisfied with improved safety
legislation and the mine-owners' promise to exclude Chinese from
underground work. Their concerns were heightened in late 1888 by
Robert Dunsmuir's decision to employ Chinese miners underground
at his new operation, the Union Colliery in Cumberland. 47 H e pub42

Mouat, "The Politics of Coal," 8-9.
Gallacher, "Men, Money, Machines," 217-9. There is, however, some evidence that at times
Chinese workers could be forced to work under conditions deemed too dangerous by white
workers. See the report in Sessional Papers of British Columbia, 1898, 775.
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Mouat, "The Politics of Coal," 10-n. See also Bowen, Three Dollar Dreams, 279
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Sessional Papers of British Columbia, 1888, 367-70; Journals of the Legislative Assembly, 1888,
lxxxv-lxxxix. The testimony was largely anti-Chinese, but not entirely, and the report of
Archibald Dick, the Inspector of Mines, was neutral on the issue.
46
An Act to amend the "CoalMines Regulation Act, i8jf S.B.C. 1988, c. 21. This amendment made
several changes involving the rules concerning ventilation, safety lamps, the use of gunpowder,
and the inspection of mines. Charles E. Pooley was a close business associate of the Dunsmuirs.
He was appointed Secretary of the Union Colliery Company at a founding meeting in
Wellington, 11 Sept. 1888. "Alex Fraser Buckham Collection," ADD MSS 436, box 32, file 3, BCARS.
47
Roy, White Mans Province, 79.
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licly explained this policy by asserting that the February agreement
only applied to the mines in the Nanaimo area, but seems to have
been an excuse rather than a reason. T h e exclusion of Chinese had
driven up the costs of mining labour substantially.48 Moreover, D u n s muir did not have a controlling interest in the mine; his American
partners held 50 per cent of the shares in this new enterprise, and it is
likely that they were unwilling to tolerate the lower profits which
came from eschewing Chinese labour.49
In February 1890 white workers formed the Miners' and Mine
Labourers' Protective Association ( M M L P A ) . This organization's
immediate goal was the legislated exclusion of Chinese from underground work in coalmines — a goal which put them directly at odds
with the Dunsmuir empire since no other coalmining company in the
province ever employed underground Asian labour after 1888.50 O n 19
March, Andrew Haslam, a sawmill owner who had taken Robert
Dunsmuirs seat in a by-election following the coal barons death,
introduced a petition from the Island miners which called for the
exclusion of Chinese from underground work in the coalmines. 51 T h e
following day he introduced a bill to amend the CMRA. Short, and to
the point, it inserted the words "and no Chinaman" into section 4, so
that it now read:
No boy under the age of twelve years, and no woman or girl of any
age, and no Chinaman, shall be employed in or allowed to be for the
purpose of employment in any mine to which this Act applies below
ground.52
48

Ibid., 78.
When he incorporated the Union Colliery company in 1888, Robert (along with John Bryden
and his sons Alexander and James) went into partnership with the capitalists of the Southern
Pacific Railway. The company had a book capital of one million dollars, with Robert
Dunsmuir holding 4 9 ^ per cent, and his two sons and John Bryden holding VA per cent each.
The remaining 50 per cent was split by the "Big Four" of the Southern Pacific Railway. When
the Union Colliery case came to trial, one of these American partners, C.P. Huntington, was
added to the list of defendants, along with James Dunsmuir and Alexander Dunsmuir. By
then, of course, Robert Dunsmuir was dead and James Dunsmuir had inherited his mande as
head of the empire. "Alex Fraser Buckham Collection," ADD MSS 436, box 32, file 33, and box
146, file 10, BCARS. It is perhaps not insignificant that these American capitalists, when
building the Central Pacific Railway Company in the 1860s, had pioneered the use of Chinese
labour in the United States. See Shih-shan Henry Tsai, The Chinese Experience in America
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1986), 15-6.
50
Nanaimo Free Pressy 4 February 1890,1; Ministry of Mines Reports, Sessional Papers of British
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